Standing Committees of the Department of Physics

Fall 2017 – Spring 2018

Budget Council Advisory Committee

Alex Demkov
Richard Fitzpatrick
Manuel Hegelich
Elaine Li
John Markert
Harry Swinney

Colloquium

Karol Lang, chair
Todd Ditmire
Manfred Fink
Richard Hazeltine
Qian Niu

Faculty Advancement

Karol Lang, chair
Mike Downer
Allan Macdonald
Mark Raizen
Jack Ritchie

Graduate Studies Sub-Committee (GSSC)

Sonia Paban, chair
Alex Demkov
Greg Fiete
E.L. Florin
Phil Morrison
John Keto
Graduate Student Recruitment

Richard Fitzpatrick, chair
Tim Andeen
Alex de Lozanne
Jacques Distler
Dan Heinzen
John Keto
Keji Lai

Graduate Student Welfare

E.L Florin, chair
Vadim Kaplunovsky
John Keto
Maxim Tsoi
Zhen Yao

International Initiatives

Elaine Li, chair
Ken Gentle
Vernita Gordon
Manuel Hegelich
Qian Niu
Ken Shih

Nominations

Harry Swinney, chair
Jim Chelikowsky
Richard Matzner
Ray Orbach
Roy Schwitters

Outreach and Diversity

Christina Markert, chair
Tim Andeen
Willy Fischler
Can Kilic
Linda Reichl
Teaching Excellence

Michael Marder, chair
Vernita Gordon
John Markert
Greg Sitz
John Yeazell

Undergraduate Advising

Greg Sitz, chair
Duane Dicus
Michael Marder
John Markert
Linda Reichl

Undergraduate Affairs

Greg Sitz, chair
Duane Dicus
Phil Morrison
Sonia Paban
John Yeazell
Ad Hoc Committees of the Department of Physics

Fall 2017 – Spring 2018

Assistant Professor Search

Harry Swinney, chair
Alex de Lozanne
Phil Morrison
Peter Onyisi
Linda Reichl
Jack Ritchie, ex officio

Graduate Curriculum Review

Greg Fiete, chair
Keji Lai
Karol Lang
Andrew Potter
Mark Raizen

21st Century Physics Undergraduate Curriculum Review

Can Kilic, chair
Keely Finkelstein, STEM consultant (CNS/TIDES)
Vernita Gordon
Michael Marder
Greg Sitz
John Yeazell